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Abstract
The novel mclhxl lor generating brilliant x-ray beams Ls

proposal, in which inelastic collls'ioas of circulating relativlstie
electrons and a thin wire target are used. High brilliance of this new
photon source stands on narrow angular divergence due to the
kinematics of relalivlstic electrons, and repeatedly use of electron
beams. The estimated brilliance of this source basal on a 50 MeV
electron storage ring Ls comparable to Uiat ofcompact synchrotron
light sources.

1. Introduction

X-ray emissions are generated when electrons are
decelerated by cither an electric or a magnetic l'urcc. classical x-ray
tubes and rotating anode sources use atomic electrical forces, and
synchrotron radiation (SR) uses bending magnets or wigglers. All
of these sources generate continuous and incoherent spectra. The
SR emissions are brighter than x-ray lube emissions only because
vSR emissions have a narrower angular divergence, but the
integrated total radiated power is almost same for both methods.
Note that the divergence is determined by the kinematics of the
electron beam regardless of what the decelerating force Ls. The

Using rclativlstie electron beams is the key Issue for achieving the
narrow angular divergence of x-ray beams.

The brcmsstrahlung spectrum extends up to the incident
electron energy. This implies that 1(X) kcV electron Ixam Ls
enough to produce 1(X) kcV x-rays. X-rays arc therefore pnxiuccd
more efficiently with conventional x-ray tubes than with SR.

The above consideration leads to a simple idea for a novel x-
ray source that uses collisions of circulating high-energy electrons
and solid targets in a storage ring. The narrow angular divergence
Ls secured by the high electron energy. High energy x-rays can be
easily generated by the brcmsstrahlung due to the inelastic
collisions inherent with this kind of source.

Using a thin target Ls also the key Issue for present x-ray
source in order to avoid increasing angular divergence of x-ray
beam due to multiple scatterings. The electron beam passing
through the thin target Ls utilized repeatedly so that the x-ray

productivity will be significantly enhanced in comparison with the
case using a linac and a thick target A thin target is useful to
minimize absorption of x-rays and electrons which cause heating
problem of the Uirget The continuous injection of an electron
beam into the storage ring at full energy is a way to compensate for
the lost beam and to keep a high, constant beam current We gain
yet another advantage when a thin wire target is used, because
effective x-ray source size Ls determined by the width of this wire.

2. Brcmsstrahlung yield

As well known the differential cross section of
bremsstrahlung has been quanlum-mechanically calculated by
Betlie and Hcillcr1, Shift2, and others in the 1950's. A summary
of theories and experiments Ls given by Koch and MolzA In order
to evaluate the brcmsstrahlung yield in comparison with
synchrotron light, we define here the brilliance of the brems-
strahlungas:
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where / Ls the beam current, nt and % arc the target density and

thickness, k, Eo, and E are the x-ray energy, the incident electron

energy, and the scattered electron energy measured in the electron

rest of mass energy units, respectively. The i)" Ls delinal as

ir = 6 • Ko, where 0 Ls the angle between the directions of

photons and incident electroas. The integral in cq.(l) Ls carried out

over 0 - % r We assume ()/jr = 1/y which covers the peak in the

angular distribution around 05/y. Thus, this definition gives

averaged brilliance, but not the peak value. The brilliance Ls a

normalized value with the source size ^ , •xv
whcniXK>Xy arc the

horizontal and vertical target size or beam size, whichever is

smaller. While the target size Ls smaller than the beam size, the
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brilliance Ls determined by the target size. Please note thai in a). (1)
we take the effective team current, (/."(<|/Sj.,\. where Uj Is tlie x-ray
source area which Is determined by the Uirget si/e, and S|, Hie Ixam
size.

3.13eam current

In the next we estimate the obtainable ring t̂ cam current
resulting from collisions of the Ixxim and the target material witli a
conlinuoas beam injection. The time evolution ol'lhe stored beam
current (<///<//) may be expressed by the following equation:

dl

dt
-\xJ - (2)

injection, which Ls given by multiples of the injection rate, R,, Die

loUd injection efficiency, E, peak current, lo, the duration in which

the txuim Ls accepted by the storage ring,6/, ;md the frequency of

the circulating beam, / . The current decay rate can Ix;

represented by first- and second-order terms of/will) the

ux'HicienLsiiandT). The meanings of these rate coefficients will

be ckuificd in the following.
The stored beam decays by two principal effects. One cllcct

Ls Touschek scattering which Ls large-angle scattering caused by
Coulomb repulsion between electrons in a bunch. The other effect
Ls electron-target scattering as the formula Ls known by the problem
ol"gas scattering in a storage ring. In electron-target scattering both
inelastic and clastic scattering on target nuclei occur, with inelastic
scattering causing bremsstrahlung.

Elastic scattering on nuclei of the target leads to angular kick
for the betatron motion of the electron beam. If the induced
Iwlalron amplitude exceeds the transverse accepUmce of me ring, A-

c die beam will be lost The total cross section for this process is
expressed by:^

a =—V- • — (3)

where Z Ls the atomic number, rc Ls the classical electron radius,

and ( P ) Ls either the horizontal or vertical telatron amplitude,

whichever limits Hie beam circulation. The transverse acceptance

Ls actually limited by cither the half-chamber aperture or the

dynamic aperture, b, at the place where the betatron amplitude Ls |5

o. The acceptance Ls then given as/lc=l)^/[^;, and (|i) = r>o.

Note that this cuss section decreases quadralically with increasing

electron energy.

Bremsstrahlung Ls an inelastic scattering process that leads to

an energy loss for the circulating electron. The electron will be lost

Table 1. Machine parameters of a 50 MeV electron storage ring
and Brermsslrahliing intensities produced by (lie scattering of the
stored lx-am and targets are shown. Photon intensities are
calculated lor lOOkeV x-ray.
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if the energy loss exceeds the limiting longitudinal momentum half-

aperture, (Ap I p)m,,x oftlie ring tlialLs proportional to (lie radio-

frequency bucket height The total cross section for tins inelastic

process leading to the Ixuim loss Ls given by.-'

183 (4)

The toUil Ix-am loss rate, u, due to tlie alx)ve elastic and

inelastic scattering can te expressed as:
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where nt and xt Ls tlie target deasity and thickness, respectively.
The a t is the x-ray source area which Ls determined by the target
size when it is smaller than the beam size, Sj, If the target size is
larger than Hie beam size, a t is equal to the beam size. The
calculated beam loss rates lor a 50 MeV ring with various target
materials and shapes are shown in Table. 1. A hall-momentum
aperture of ( / W P W I X ^ ' - ' ^ ; m t ' " i e vertical half-diamber
aperture of b=3 cm is assumed in these calculation. A 10 um-lliiek
carbon foil gives beam loss rale ol"7f>40/sec for the inelastic ;ind
265(XVsec for the elastic scattering. In the ease of l()u.m<|) tungsten
wire, these are 1250/scc and 5160/scc, respectively on assumption
of RMS beam size of 9 x 05mm. Increasing beam size simply
leads to reducing beam loss rate, and consequently increasing ring
current according to eq. (2) and (5). The maximum beam current
Ls reached when the beam injection and the beam loss are balanced.
Then the maximum beam current Ls obtained by solving cq. (2) for
dlldt=il

We summarize the resulting maximum Ixsim current and
Hie machine paramelere of a 50 McV electron storage ring in Table
1. In this calculation we assumed 50A peak current and 10 Hz
injection rate. We assumed an injection efficiency of £j=0.6 which
is conservative for a resonance injection melhwl/' We assumed a
10 [Am thickcubon foil, 1(X) ̂ m carixm wire, and lO îm tangstai
wire lagct, but the thickness Ls unimportant for estimating the
maximum x-ray yield, because the effect of the target thickness
and density are canceled out in this calculation. The x-ray cross
section Ls proportional to the Uirgel thickness and deasity, but the
maximum beam current Ls inversely proportional to these target
parameters. The x-ray yield Ls Hie multiple of the cross section and
the beam current The width Ls important for higer brilliance. The
beam size Ls unimportant for the total x-ray yield. It may growth
due to the scattering, but the total x-ray yield will be unchanged.

Consequently the maximum obtainable x-ray pnxhiclion Ls
determined by the maximum output power of the injector.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we Ixjlicve thai the use of inelastic collisions of
relativLstic electron and of solid targets Ls a promising new way to
generate brilliant photon IX<UTLS ranging from soil x-ray to beyond
1(X) keV x-ray. The size of this novel source must l)e very
attractive compared with compact SR sources.

It Ls worth lo point out that if the size of the ring is not
problem, the higher energy electron storage ring Ls advantageous.
For instance a 3(X)McV ring generates thousands limes brighter x-
ray beam, since the angular distribution Ls less than 1/6, the beam
loss rate by elastic scattering Ls reduced 10 times, and the beam size
Ls reduced 1(X) times.

In tills paper we didn't include other radiation mechanisms
like transition and Cerenkov radiations. It Ls known thai the
strength of transition radiation may reach the same level as
bremsstrahlung, and (hat photon energy lrom 50 McV electrons Ls
available up lo a few keV. It Ls aLso known thai slacked foils
generate coherent x-ray beam. We therefore expect thai Ihe new x-
ray source will produce much more power than we have dascrilx'd
alxwe.
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